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 Life, just like a design issue, is full of constraints -- time, money, age group, location, and
circumstances.An interactive journal that serves as a joyful, inspirational guide to building the life you've
always dreamed of, using the principles and creative process of an award-winning product developer.t
have everything, which means you have to be creative to create what you need and the thing you need co-
exist. You can’ Design the Life You Love is a joyful, inspirational instruction to building the life span
you’ve always needed, using the principles and creative process of an award-winning product developer.
Through four actions that reveal hidden abilities and wisdom, anyone can design a life they like!
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Brilliant Little Book This is a brilliant little book, although I admit it has its problems. First, the Kindle
edition is usually hard to deal with (I purchased it so I could enlarge the printing and bought the
hardcover edition as well). The exercises, while fun, will allow you to view your daily life through a fresh
lens, enabling you to observe where effective transformation can and should be made. I ended up going
in directions unlike any illustrations given, although it's a personal and subjective experience that makes it
okay, just different. Third, & most importantly, to do this properly, you need to take the time. And, I liked
it. Well worth the effort! The method is working.Don't be place off by a few of the examples. Just another
happy content joy joy book A nice look at how a designer operates.! Whether it's to become better leader
or an improved person, this book gives you the tools you will need. It'll work beautifully.! Birsel offers
many helpful actions to assist you explore what's vital that you you, also to visualize yourself as well as
your life in various ways. This publication is hard to spell it out without giving away an excessive amount
of the process (for me, an important part of the book was coming at the exercises with a
new/unfamiliarized eye). I like the narration and good examples for each activity. This was a lot of fun
(play, not work! It's more of a workbook than a genuine book you would read word after word."
Therefore I slowed down the procedure, gave myself plenty of time (specifically before re-constructing),
and today have got a raft of papers I could use. It's very straight forward. This isn't a quick fix, make your
life happy publication. Second, the author's explanations of the methods are sometimes questionable.
Designed a lifestyle I love When I purchased this book, I thought to myself, ya okay, I'll give it a try. As I
begun to work through it, I began to realize that i was starting to see my entire life from a confident
place. And, I am definitely a budget-conscious discount shopper; Whoa and behold!! It helped me not
merely clarify core values that I hold dear, but hadn't pragmatically prioritized into my business preparing.
This is a book that i can use over and over! And I especially loved the Heroes/Heroines exercise We am
recommending two books to my training clients who are in the midst of career transitions, and to anyone
else who would like to think more creatively about the life - work and personal - that they would like to
business lead.This book by Ayse Birsel invites the reader to journal using design techniques and exercises
that help us clarify what's truly ours to do and be. Plenty of reading and much less such as a journal and
more like homework assignments. And I especially loved the Heroes/Heroines exercise. The paradigms of
your considering begin to shift and transformation in a good way. It gave me the creative urgency to
translate the insights into my business plans for 2017. And I hear that one workout also had a strong
impact on Marshall Goldsmith's 100 coaches legacy initiative!Also, the book Designing YOUR DAILY
LIFE by Bill Burnett and Dave Evans is my other strong recommendation Designing YOUR DAILY LIFE:
How to Build a Well-Lived, Joyful Lifestyle  It has been some time since a reserve surged my creative
energies and juices to take action on something I have been wanting to do for a while now...
Unfortunately, unless you already know what measures to take to better or transformation your life this
publication won't help--except to suggest you discover or hire a mentor. It had been okay. We worked
through the exercises in this publication during the period of a week, and plan on revisiting them in six
months.), but also helpful in honestly looking at how I spend my period and which small adjustments
could increase my fulfillment in life. There's an activity to do every few web pages. I like this one because
Personally i think like it's a wake-you-up call for me to do this on my pursuits. I tried it! I went through it
3 x and developed three different "brand-new lives... Could it be a journal? Is it a planner? Is it a self-help
book? It depends on all counts. Birsel is usually a designer and she has applied her process of item design
alive. I am a planner/agenda junkie and I really like being able to write in some recoverable format, which
means this book was ideal up my alley. She has you deconstruct your daily life and thoughtfully put it
back together which means you are more aware of what you need pretty much of to create a perfect life.
But, simply the exercises drive you to think about life as it is, break down that truth into its component
parts, the reassemble fact into what it could be without the undesirable components.Could you do this



yourself without buying this book? The publication combines mapping, drawing, and writing to appeal to
learners of varied modalities. Ayse Birsel's publication challenges you, but you do issues at your own
pace. so, I was skeptical of the purchase price. Wonderful This is a great playbook for those who need
inspiration to create their own life. Will this revolutionize your life? Probably not, but I understood that
it's worthwhile to spend some time evaluating my life to determine what I can do to reach my personal
development goals.General, this book is geared toward all audiences--including teenagers. Probably. I also
feel that there was a good balance of "here's something to learn" and "here's something to accomplish."
Birsel does talk about her own experiences, however in an engaging and illustrative way. Generally, I am
not into prompted journaling or self-help books BUT this reserve has caused me to improve that stance *a
little* :-) Lots of reading and less like a journal and more like homework assignments This was very
structured. I came across her leveraging of her style mastery especially helpful when inviting us as
visitors/journalers to discover new points of watch. I enjoyed it. Helped me map out several goals and
organize my eyesight. This book will ignite your creative energies![. Ayse opens her globe of style to the
globe and offers a member of family and joyful procedure for playing while creating a road map to do
this on. The procedure is liberating! It really is worth the time and energy - 100%! The realization of what
I keep dear in my life was realized along the way of reading and participating in her book. What's unique
and wonderful about this book is Ayse Birsel includes a very structured process within which you have
incredible freedom to believe creatively. That structure gives you the freedom to be innovative in solving
complicated problems in a very simple way. We loooooooooooved it! If you believe differently, simply do
it the right path.] Useful book The author basically goes through 4 details in the book to create the life
you like: deconstruction, POV, reconstruction and then expressing your life. But, after finishing the
exercises, I've considered perhaps going right through the exercises each year and perhaps buying a new
copy of the book periodically through the years. An 8 year old could have no problem reading and
performing the actions in this book. Five Stars love
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